
Jasmin Jones for National President

Qualifications 
2020: 
- Purim Party Committee 2020

2021: 
- Attended Veida 2021

- Trek 2021

- Elected as Deganya Vice President 2021-2022

- CLTC 2021

- Winter Kick Off Committee 2021


- Ran a successful motion encouraging inclusivity in BBYO UKI

- Winter Convention 2021

2022: 
- Spring Kickoff Committee 2022

- CL2C 2022

- Represented BBYO UKI at Global Ambassadors Week (GAW) 2022


- Steering team for GAW pre-summit programs

- Represented BBYO UKI at AZA and BBG International Convention 2022

- Attended BBG International Board elections 2022

Some of my Visions for BBYO United Kingdom and Ireland 
Global Involvement: 
- work to provide members with opportunities to reach out to global BBYO 

communities, in terms of ensuring International Convention and Summer 
Experiences are well advertised and encouraged


- Highlight the existence of international BBYO communities to members, as many 
are unaware of the international community that BBYO UKI is a part of


- Work together with the International Board to build the skills of the National 
Executive, benefitting the efficiency and efficacy of our board and region


AZA, BBG and BBYO: 
- Termly separates programs in chapters, creating AZA, BBG and BBYO identities

- Develop the BBYO section of the movement further, ensuring the option to 

experience BBYO amongst separates within chapters and camp experiences

- Ensure all members are referred to as ‘sibling’ (alongside BBG or AZA should they 

identify as one of these) at business meetings and elections

Chapter developments: 
- Focus on recruitment with the Vice President to grow smaller chapters 

- Work towards all chapters being run by a teen executive board

- Interactions and programs between national and international chapters 

Nation-wide developments: 
- Build on nation-wide attendance at national events such as camps

- Introduce more music-based options for services at camps and extend the set-list 

for Havdallah

- Provide tracks on camps for lower and higher age groups to ensure everyone feels 

comfortable, and is able to have the best experience possible

About Me :) 
Hello everyone, I’m Jasmin, a proud BBG hailing from Deganya #5049, 
running to be your next National President. BBYO UKI has provided me 
with the best times of my life, all stemming from a conversation at the 
lunch table. Because of this, I am passionate in building our movement, 
so that many other Jewish teens find themselves having these amazing 
experiences in which they feel welcome, and have the ability to explore 
their Jewish identity- all whilst making their best friends along the way. 
Having been to invaluable experiences such as numerous camps, AZA 
and BBG International Convention 2022, as well as serving on the 
Deganya Executive Board, it is safe to say that I find home in this 
movement, and want nothing more than to see it continue to thrive, and 
spread to many, many more Jewish teens.

I am highly organised and a driven person with great passion for BBYO UKI, hoping 
to serve the movement to the best of my ability over this next year :)


………………………………………..



To a great mind, nothing is little.

So Jasmin will be a great National 
President!



Vote Jasmin for…

…And some explosive things will happen in UKI



Just do what Simu Says. Ask them!

(If they’re voting for Jasmin for 
National President)



Jasmin’s elected as national 
president?

Why’d you only call me when


